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2016 LOBBYING PLATFORM
There are many issues that H DA would like to tackle in the
upcoming Legislative Session, but we forced ourselves to narrow the
list to areas that we feel could impact the industry's first year of
business. The following list should give you an idea of H DA's policy
objectives as well as the individual initiatives that we'll either be
proposing or endorsing to achieve those goals. As always, we remain
open to feedback from any of our members on any missing issues that
you think should be included.

Destigmatization of the Industry
-

Public Education
Product Labeling

Destigmatizing the medical marijuana industry is an important
goal if we want to move away from the over- regulation and scare
tactics that come with marijuana's black market association. This
session, we're tackling that issue by lobbying for public education
funding as well as product labeling that exagerates and/ or makes of
the risks associated with medical marijuana products. This issue will
be discussed more in our article on page 3.
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H DA is asking that the Legislature look to
Washington and Oregon as examples of successful
intrastate transportation options. Like H awai?i,
Washington has dispensaries based on its outer
islands. In response to this issue, Washington passed
a law that allows licensees to utilize state ferry
routes to cross the federally- patrolled waters. The
Port of Portland takes things a step further by
allowing medical marijuana patients to fly with

Allowing Flexibility for Dispensary Operations
-

Sunday H ours
Edibles and Smokables

Blue laws are not a common occurence in
this century, nor have they ever been passed in this
state. This is why so many people were confused
when Act 241 prevented medical marijuana
dispensaries from opening up their doors on
Sundays. We hope to change this policy ASAP as it
inconveniences patients, some who work 2- 3 jobs
and will not be able to visit within these hours, as
well as dispensary owners, who are dealing with an
unnecessary level of micromanaging. This is
especially true considering the fact that any other
medication is available day or night from local
24- hour pharmacies. Furthermore, we are working
bring more flexibility to owners in the products that
they sell and to patients in the form of medication
that they choose.

Protection from Criminal Liability
-

their medication to any intrastate destination. This
type of legislation is safer to pass than ever before
thanks to the H inchey- Rohrabacher amendment,
which prevents DoJ from using federal funds to
interfere with state medical marijuana programs.

Paraphernalia
Inter- island Transportation

If H awai?i is truly taking a public health
approach to regulating medical marijuana, then it's
essential to reduce the potential for criminal liability
for those involved in the industry. For that reason,
H DA will lobbying to close a loophole that
currently affects businesses selling paraphernalia.
H owever, our biggest issue that we are tackling in
this area is inter- island transportation of medical
marijuana. The current ban on inter- island
transportation will lead to absurd and costly results
if left in place for the first year of dispensary
operations.

Changes to the Administrative Rules
-

Definition of a Plant
Greenhouses

If DoH is unwilling or unable to make any
changes to the administrative rules at this point, we
will be encouraging the Legislature to amend the
rules so that 1) there is a definition of a "plant," and
2) the greenhouse prohibition is removed. You can
read more on this issue starting on page 4.
2
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DOH AND PUBLIC EDUCATION: A FAIR INTERPRETATION?
The fact that the Legislature intended to usher in a
new era of drug education is clear from the plain
language of Act 241. § - 26 requires that the Department of H ealth "conduct a continuing education
program to explain and clarify the purposes and requirements of this chapter or to provide substance
abuse and prevention and education." The section
further requires that DoH "employ at least one fulltime staff member whose qualifications and duties
include the provision of medical marijuana health
education."
At the October 22 legislative briefing, DoH admitted
that in their opinion, they only needed to incorporate
medical marijuana education into an existing fulltime employee's duties. This interpretation is understandable given the shoestring budget that the Department has been forced to operate on (There are

only four employees working on the patient registry
program, and there are only five budgeted positions
on the dispensary side of the medical program).
H owever, the public education component of Act
241 is critical because so many people in H awai?i
gave grown up only receiving misinformation and
scare tactics about marijuana via programs like
DARE.

that this industry is filled with virtuous businesspeople who just want to provide access to medication for H awai?i's long- neglected medical marijuana patients. The H DA Code of Conduct (on
page 16) begins to address that, and we promise to
keep launching public outreach campaigns of our
own until DoH is fully on- board. In the meantime,
dispensary licensees will be able to help by offering
information to their local communities and thoroughly training dispensary employees. Employees
should understand as much as possible about the
science and policy around their job. Providing this
kind of comprehensive training to employees will
reduce a dispensary's liability, both in the legal
sense and in the public eye. Over the coming
months, H DA will be assembling these member resources so that dispensaries are prepared to make a
strong debut on July 15.

It's essential to the success of the industry to
combat stigmatization of marijuana use, and that
message needs to be reinforced by the government.
Unfortunately, there are still legislators who buy
into the scare tactics, and as recently as September
the DoH logo appeared on fliers for events put on
by an anti- legalization group known as "Smart
Approaches to M arijuana." Groups like SAM are
trying to scare H awai?i residents into believing that,
like Big Tobacco before it, Big M arijuana is trying
to infiltrate your neighborhoods and corrupt your
kids.
We cannot let groups like SAM control the
message that H awai?i residents receive about their
marijuana industry. At every turn, we need to show
3

The holiday season turned out to be busier than expected for your H DA team.
Ever since DoH dropped its administrative rules on December 16, we have been working
around the clock to figure out what these rules mean for the industry and how we can
help DoH improve on them. Although DoH is relying exclusively on a FAQ system to
respond to public comments, we were given the chance to voice our concerns to the
legislators and DoH leadership at an informational briefing on December 28.

The following section reflects the insights that we learned through our
research, our conversations, and through the informational briefing itself. Despite
some of the setbacks in the administrative rules that we will have to overcome, we
feel very confident that the coming legislative session will bring some practical
changes that the industry desperately requires.

The Interim Rules:
The Good, The Bad, &
The Nonsensical
ACT 241 AND THE INTERIM RULES: A SIDE-BY-SIDE
COMPARISON
Topic of Legislation

Act 241

DoH Interim Rules

Cultivation Facilities (Greenhouses)

§-6(f) requires that cultivation
occur in "enclosed indoor
facilities"

Definition of enclosed indoor facility in
§11-850-2 specifically excludes
greenhouses and shadehouses

Paraphernalia in Shops

The phrase "paraphernalia"
doesn't appear in Act 241, only
in criminal statutes

§11-850-33(d)(2) prohibits dispensaries
from making available any supplies or
paraphernalia

Types of Products Available

§-10 allows the sale of the
following manufactured
marijuana products: capsules,
lozenges, pills, oils and oil
extracts, tinctures, ointments
and skin lotions, as well as
"other products as specified by
the department"

§11-850-33(d) prohibits the sale of
pre-rolled marijuana cigarettes and
"paraphernalia" intended for inhalable
consumption of marijuana.
§11-850-74(m) ambiguously prohibits
the alteration of manufactured
marijuana products to appeal to minors.

Transportation

§-6 (m-n, p) prohibits
transporting marijuana
inter-island, through federal
property, or to patients
off-premises

§11-850-36 contains same prohibition
and requires each shipment to be
accompanied by two dispensary
employees

4

Bank Statements Required

Applying entity required to have
12 months of bank statements

No alternative provided for 12 months
of bank statements requirement

Merit Criteria

§-7 provides six considerations
that DoH must use, but is not
limited to, for its merit criteria

§11-850-20 sets out 13 criteria that are
evenly weighted at 10 points each

Background Checks

Prevents those with felony
convictions from working in
dispensaries.

§11-850-17 adds a long list of
misdemeanors to background check
requirements

Definition of Plant (Plant Limit)

Refers to definition of
"marijuana" in HRS §329-1

Refers to definition of "marijuana" in
HRS §329-1. No additional definition
provided

THOUGHTS FROM THE L EGISL ATURE
H eading into the informational briefing on December 28, we
anticipated being the strongest critics of the interim rules. Sitting
across from Chair Rosalyn Baker and Senator Russell Ruderman of
the Senate Committee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and
H ealth, it became immediately clear that would not be the case.
Senator Baker condemned large portions of the rules as
administrative over- reach, a theme that seemed to resonate with
many of the members of the joint committees. Indeed, Chair Della
Au Belatti of the H ouse Committee on H ealth was hard- pressed to
keep the questioning from becoming overly repetitive as many
members shared such similar concerns.

"Just as an overall premise,
I get very frustrated when
executive departments
make rules that go beyond
what the legislature
opined."- Sen. Baker

One of the biggest concerns on the minds of the lawmakers was the ban on green houses in
§ 11- 850- 2. As Representative Joy A. San Buenaventura explained, many lawmakers, especially those
representing rural districts like Puna, assumed that the definition of an enclosed space would be much broader
than what the administrative rules provided. Rep. Buenaventura did not feel that the FAQs' inclusion of
structures with concrete floors, rigid
steel sides, and opaque polymer roofs
"So in the state with the best sunlight and the
provided much clarification to the
extent of the ban. Senator Ruderman
highest cost of electricity, we have eliminated
the call for clarity after realizing
the fundamental aspect of plants, which is their joined
that the FAQs only state that such a
ability to transform sunlight."- Sen. Ruderman structure "may satisfy the requirements,"
not that it will satisfy the requirements.
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Senator Ruderman continued on to give an impassioned common sense defense for the use of sunlight in
growing plants.
The legislators received a lot of resistance from DoH when they suggested the possibility of amending
the administrative rules prior to the January 4 deadline. Unlike some of her more heated colleagues, Chair
Belatti tried to coax action from DoH by pointing out that the Legislature exempted them from the
traditional hurdles of the rulemaking process (such as a public comment period) for a situation just like this.
Chair Belatti inquired of DoH Director Virginia Pressler whether the Department might consider using this
expedited process to make simple changes (e.g. adding a
definition for "plant") to the rules before January 4. Director
"You use the term 'joint' but
Pressler made it very clear that she did not anticipate any
you're talking about a medical
type of amendment to her department's rules, no matter how
marijuana cigarette. Why can't a non- controversial.

medical marijuana dispensary
sell a medical marijuana
cigarette?"- Sen. Espero

When pressed by Senator Will Espero, however,
Director Pressler conceded that DoH could possibly make
amendments to their FAQs. Senator Espero took particular
issue with the phrasing used by DoH in several of the FAQs.
In particular, Senator Espero noted the use of the slang terms
"joint" and "bong" in regards to the ban on dispensaries selling
pre- rolled marijuana cigarettes and smoking paraphernalia. The Senator also had a problem with DoH 's
affirmative answer to the question "Is possession of medical marijuana a crime?" Senator Espero directed
DoH to look at the H inchey- Rohrabacher amendment, which prohibits the Department of Justice from
using federal funds to interfere with state medical marijuana laws. In light of that amendment, Senator
Espero felt that the language used by DoH characterized the illegality of marijuana far too strongly. H is
concerns echo those of Sen. Baker and several others at the panel; there appears to still be a reluctance on
the part of DoH to embrace the medical nature of the marijuana dispensary program. It seems that
legislators now realize that until everyone running the program is on the same page, they may need to step in
and steer for a while.

HDA I NSIGHT: APPLI CATION
REQUI REMENTS
You can find the testimony that we submitted to the Legislature and DoH here, but to sum things up,
we identified four major areas of concern in the administrative rules: 1) The M erit Criteria Scoring System, 2)
The Prohibition on Greenhouses, 3) The Definition of a ?Plant? under both Act 241 and Chapter 11- 850, and
4) The Issue of Smokables. Three of these areas we hope can be solved in the coming months. As was noted
earlier, the legislators are troubled by the greenhouse and smokables exclusions and are likely to step in to fix
the situation legislatively. Even if DoH declines to add a definition of "plant" to the rules right away, such a
non- controversial and obvious loophole is bound to be closed prior to dispensaries operating. At the very
least, DoH inspectors will likely be unable to prosecute a close violation (i.e. clones and seeds included) of the
3,000 plant limit without a definition to point to.
Unfortunately, it appears that the merit criteria is here to stay for this round of dispensary applicants
because if DoH were to change any aspect this close to the application period, it would cause a violation of
their own rules as well as the Act 241 timeline. The current merit criteria system is weighted towards basic
requirements that are essentially mandated by DoH under the current rules anyway. Still, H DA is
encouraging all of our dispensary applicant members to set themselves apart with patient- centric initiatives
like occupational training for employees, public outreach efforts, and a commitment to fair and honest
business practices. For any applicant that desires it, H DA will provide a letter to include in your application
certifying your dedication to these practices, via the H DA Code of Conduct, as well as promising our support
in helping you achieve all of your stated goals.
6
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REAL ESTATE AND LICENSE
APPLICANTS WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Banks, land owners, tenants, real estate
agents, dispensary applicants, city councils,
zoning boards, neighborhood associations, state
legislatures, and the federal government each
approach the issue of real estate in H awai?i?s
medical marijuana industry in different ways.
As H awai?i?s trade association for the medical
marijuana industry, the H awai?i Dispensary
Alliance is in the business of helping these
disparate stakeholders understand each other.
Information helps both sides in a negotiation
and whether it is a lending agreement, eviction
notice, security arrangement, real estate due
diligence, forfeiture issuance, or local zoning
issue, we will strive to provide both sides with
the information they need to make the best
decision for H awai?i. As we have seen over the
last few months, landowners and marijuana
related businesses can enjoy a long- lasting and
profitable
relationship,
but
banking?s
relationship to the industry is considerably
more tenuous. In the coming months the
Alliance will continue to address real estate
issues related to real estate agents, zoning, and
neighborhood integration, but first, we will
look at the particular real estate related
requirements of the new dispensary application
rules.

and M erit Criteria before early January, 2016.
Since the release of the rules, the Department
of H ealth has also released an FAQ regarding
the rules and appeared before the legislature to
testify concerning the rules. N ow, dispensary
applicants across the state are finalizing their
applications and double- checking them against
DoH ?s requirements. Continuing our own
series regarding the various relationships
between real estate and the cannabis industry
in H awai?i, and now armed with this new
information
about
the
application
requirements, we turn to a specific analysis of
the real estate requirements for dispensary
applicants in H awai?i.

The H awai?i State Department of H ealth
released
Chapter
11- 850
H awai?i
Administrative Rules regarding M edical
M arijuana Dispensaries as well as the M erit
Criteria for the evaluation of dispensary
applications in mid- December. This release
came as a welcome surprise to the industry
which had not anticipated receiving the Rules
7
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As We Begin
As in our last two articles on the subject of
real estate and the cannabis industry, this article
must begin with a quick disclaimer - repeating
that the issue of primary importance to every part
of the medical marijuana industry, and its various
relationships to real estate, is the fact that
marijuana remains listed as a Schedule I narcotic
under the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) of
1970. Under this classification, it is illegal for

of a legalized medical marijuana industry, and as of
2015, five states have a legalized recreational market as
well. Of interest to the real estate market then is the
relationship between state legalization schemes and the
ongoing federal illegality of participation in the medical
marijuana industry. The articles in this series will
continue to detail at least a few of these interactions,
and what individuals and corporations are doing at this
intersection of state and federal law to hedge their risks
and engage in this growing and profitable industry.

Definitions
Finally, before we properly begin our discussion of the
Department of H ealth?s applications requirements and
real estate, it will be important throughout this article
to make quick reference to the relevant definitions
established by the Legislature and DoH regarding real
estate and medical marijuana in H awai?i as reproduced
below.
anyone or any entity to ?possess, grow, or
dispense it or to conspire with or aid anyone else
to do so (including renting space to, accepting
deposits from, or securing a loan with property
leased to a marijuana operation.? One
consequence of this, is the continuing federal
ability to seek forfeiture of any real property used
in conjunction with the marijuana industry,
including property leased to such operations.
While this has not been an absolute deterrent to
the cannabis industry, it should factor into every
participant?s risk calculus when deciding how to
engage with the industry.

-

-

The other side of the legality coin is the growing
patchwork of state legalization schemes for both
medical and recreational marijuana use. N ow 23
states, with more every year, have some version

-

8

?Dispensary Facility? means all property
designated by a dispensary licensee as a medical
marijuana production center or a retail
dispensing location, including all property
designated by the licensee as a subcontracted
medical marijuana production center or a
subcontracted retail dispensing location.
?Enclosed Indoor Facility? means a permanent
stationary structure with a solid floor, rigid
exterior walls that encircle the entire structure on
all sides, and a roof which protect the entire
interior area from any exterior view and
elements of weather. An enclosed indoor facility
excludes a green house or shade house.
?M edical
M arijuana
Dispensary?
or
?Dispensary? means a person licensed by the
State pursuant to this chapter to own, operate,
or subcontract up to two production centers and
up to two retail dispensing locations.
?M edical M arijuana Production Center? or
?Production Center? means a farm or facility
wholly owned, operated, or subcontracted by a
person licensed by the State pursuant to this
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-

-

chapter as a medical marijuana dispensary that produces marijuana and manufactured marijuana
products solely to supply marijuana and manufactured marijuana products to one or more of the
retail dispensing locations of the licensed medical marijuana dispensary.
?Retail Dispensing Location? means an establishment owned, operated, or subcontracted by a
medical marijuana dispensary where marijuana and manufactured marijuana are made available for
retail sale to qualifying patients or primary caregivers.
?Playground? means any public outdoor facility, including any parking lot appurtenant thereto, that
is intended for recreation, with any portion thereof containing three or more separate apparatus
intended for the recreation of children, including but not limited to sliding boards, swing sets, and
teeterboards.
?Public H ousing Project or Complex? means a housing project directly controlled, owned, developed,
or managed by the H awai?i public housing authority pursuant to the federal or state low- rent public
housing program.
?School? means any public or private preschool, kindergarten, elementary, intermediate, middle,
secondary, or high school.

A Few General Points
As we should all be well aware by this point, there will be eight licenses distributed in total across the
State of H awai?i ? three on Oahu, two on H awai?i, two on M aui, and one on Kauai (§ 11- 850- 5(a)).
Each license entitles the licensee to build and operate two ?Production Centers?, of up to 3,000 plants each
(§ 11- 850- 6(a)), and two ?Retail Dispensing Locations? (§ 11- 850- 7(a)). The Production centers can be
on the same property, but the retail locations must be independent of the Production Centers and of each
other. (§ 11- 850- 6(b), § 11- 850- 7(b), § 11- 850- 31(b)). The devil then, for the license applicants, is in
these details - details that differ substantially between the
two types of facilities. In the following sections we will
look at the real estate requirements and implications for
each type of facility allowed under a license. Each of the
following sections will quote liberally from the rules with
appropriate section references for the reader?s convenience.
For licensees, who must submit an application comprised
of a page- limited narrative and supporting documents for
each of the M erit Criteria, the Alliance advises including
mention in the narrative the licensee?s plans to meet each
of the requirements discussed, and attaching additional material to support those assertions. As always, the
Alliance recommends that each applicant consult a lawyer to ensure their application complies with the
regulations. It is also important to note for licensees that any ?information and statements provided in an

9
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application become conditions of a license if the application is selected and failure to satisfy the
conditions will be cause for revocation or denial of renewal.? (§ 11- 850- 12(e)). So it is
important, especially on the real estate side, that the locations and plans be firmly in place prior to
the application to ensure that there will not be any substantial changes after the award of a license
which might merit the revocation of the license.

All Dispensary Facilities
All Dispensary Facilities, whether for production or retail must comply with the set of
restrictions listed below, yet the M erit Criteria themselves offer very few explicit places for license
applicants to differentiate themselves based on their real estate choices and experience. It is
advisable then for dispensary applicants to mention how their proposed facilities meet each of the
following real estate requirements in the most relevant narrative portions of their application, and
then back- up the assertions with corresponding attachments. The following list of requirements
applies to all Dispensary Facilities and forms a basic checklist of considerations for both the land
and the buildings of the applicant?s real estate:
-

-

-

Every dispensary facility shall be an ?Enclosed Indoor Facility? ? both production and retail
dispensary locations. This means: ?a permanent stationary structure with a solid floor, rigid
exterior walls that encircle the entire structure on all sides, and a roof which protect the
entire interior area from any exterior view and elements of weather. An enclosed indoor
facility excludes a green house or shade house.? § 11- 850- 32(c), § 11- 850- 32(c). This
issue of greenhouses will be addressed more fully later in the article.
N o dispensary facility ?shall not be permitted within seven hundred fifty feet of the real
property comprising a playground, public housing project or complex, or school.?
§ 11- 850- 8(c).
All dispensary facilities shall have the following security features: § 11- 850- 51(a)
- A video surveillance system professionally installed that allows for twenty- four hour
continuous video monitoring and recording of all dispensary facilities;
- An alarm system to detect unauthorized entry and allow notification of law
enforcement in an emergency; A locked entry point to screen individuals for
authorized entry to the facility;
- All entrances, exits, windows and other points of entry shall be equipped with
commercial- grade, non- residential locks or other functioning mechanical or
electrical security devices;
- A sign- in system to record the names of persons listed in paragraph (3) entering the
dispensary facility and the date and time of entry to and exit from the dispensary
facility. A dispensary shall have hand washing facilities that are adequate and
convenient, furnished with running water, and provide effective hand cleaning and
sanitizing preparations. § 11- 850- 75(d).

10

-

-

-

-

The floors, walls, and ceilings of a dispensary facility shall be constructed in such a manner that
they may be adequately cleaned and kept clean and in good repair. § 11- 850- 75(g).
The dispensary licensee shall ensure that there is adequate lighting in all areas where marijuana or
manufactured marijuana products are stored or sold, and where equipment or utensils are cleaned.
§ 11- 850- 75(h).
The dispensary licensee shall provide adequate screening or other protection against the entry of
pests and shall dispose of rubbish to minimize the development of odor and the potential for waste
to become an attractant, harborage, or breeding place for pests. § 11- 850- 75(i).
A dispensary licensee shall not post any signage visible from the exterior other than a single sign no
greater than one thousand six hundred square inches that bears only the business or trade name in
text without any pictures or illustrations; providing that if any applicable law or ordinance
restricting outdoor signage is more restrictive, that law or ordinance shall govern. § 11- 850- 91.
A dispensary licensee shall not display marijuana or manufactured marijuana products in windows
or in public view. § 11- 850- 93(b).

Production Centers
In addition to the general requirements for all
Dispensary Facilities, Production Centers must abide by
a few additional criteria ? criteria it would behoove
applicants to demonstrate their compliance with in
their applications.

· If two production centers are located on the same
property at the same address they shall be in physically
separated and individually identifiable structures with
no shared exterior walls to ensure compliance with the
limit on the number of plants allowed at each production center. § 11- 850- 6(b).
-

-

Production centers shall: § 11- 850- 32(c).
- Remain secured pursuant to this chapter at all times;
- Be in an enclosed indoor facility;
- Be accessible to authorized individuals only as identified in this chapter;
- M aintain a twenty- four hour security system pursuant to this chapter and chapter 329D,
H RS; and
- Display a copy of the dispensary license at all times.
In addition to other security features as set forth in this chapter and chapter 329D, H RS, all
production centers shall have the following security features: § 11- 850- 52
- Secure fencing that surrounds the premises sufficient to reasonably deter intruders and
prevent anyone outside the premises from viewing any marijuana in any form;
- All marijuana and manufactured marijuana products shall be secured in a locked room,
vault, or locked container securely affixed to a wall or floor.

Retail Dispensing Locations
In addition to the general requirements for all Dispensary Facilities, Retail Dispensing Locations
must each abide by a few additional criteria that differ substantially from the additional criteria required of
production centers.
-

N o more than one retail dispensing location may be located at the same address. § 11- 850- 7(b).
Providing safe, accessible retail dispensing locations. § 11- 850- 20(a)(5)(C).
11
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-

A retail dispensing location shall not be at the same location as a production center. Considerations
for determining whether locations are the same include proximity and whether there are separate
buildings, entrances, and parking areas. § 11- 850- 31(b).
Retail dispensing locations shall: § 11- 850- 33(c)
- Remain locked at all times;
- Be open for dispensing only between 8: 00 a.m. and 8: 00 p.m., H awai?i - Aleution Standard
Time, M onday through Saturday;
- Be closed on Sundays and official state and federal holidays;
- Be in an enclosed indoor facility;
- Be accessible to authorized individuals only as identified in this chapter;
- M aintain a twenty- four hour security system pursuant to this chapter;
- Require a qualifying patient or primary caregiver to present a valid government- issued photo
identification and a valid medical use of marijuana registration card issued by the department
pursuant to chapter 329, H RS, and use the sign- in system in accordance with section
11- 850- 51, before entering the premises;
- Display a copy of the dispensary license and any other required permits or licenses at all
times, including pursuant to 11- 50; and Store all marijuana or manufactured marijuana
products behind a counter or other barrier to ensure that a qualifying patient or primary
caregiver does not have direct access to the product prior to sale.
In addition to the other security features as set forth in this chapter and chapter 329D, H RS, all
retail dispensing locations shall have the following security features: § 11- 850- 53
- A protocol for admitting qualifying patients or primary caregivers with valid government
issued photo identification and medical marijuana registration cards issued pursuant to
chapter 329, H RS, prior to allowing them access to the secured room for sales;
- A separate secured room for sales which shall include secured and locked display cases for
marijuana and manufactured marijuana products;
- A maximum occupancy limit ratio in the secured sales room of two customers to every one
retail dispensing location employee;
- All marijuana and manufactured marijuana products shall be secured in a locked room,
vault, or locked container securely affixed to a wall or floor; and
- Exterior lighting that illuminates all entries and exits to allow for the clear and certain
identification of any person and activities.

M erit Criteria and the Application
In addition to showing that an application meets all of the above requirements explicitly, another
good place to bolster an application might be section 1(L) of the M erit Criteria, where a licensee can show
?any other experience the applicant considers relevant? ? such as experience with other facilities that meet
each of the requirements listed above or experience obtaining and managing real estate and facilities of this
type. § 11- 850- 20(a)(1)(L).
Other M erit Criteria implicated by real estate considerations include:
-

Section 2: A ?plan for operating a medical marijuana dispensary in the county for which the
applicant is seeking a license, including but not limited to a timeline for opening a retail
dispensing location.? § 11- 850- 20(a)(2). This would include a detailed plan for securing
12

-

-

the real estate, building required structures, and managing the property. Remembering that
anything stated becomes a condition of the license.
Section 4: A showing of the applicant?s ?ability to comply with the security requirements of
this chapter and section 329D- 7, H RS.? § 11- 850- 20(a)(4). The security requirements for
the facilities include the walls, facility location, and a variety of security fixtures that would
implicate the lease and management of property. This section could also include a plan to
meet the necessary entry verification requirements for the property and its structures.
Section 11: A ?plan for secure disposal or destruction of marijuana and manufactured
marijuana products.? § 11- 850- 20(a)(11). If an applicant intends to manage the destruction
of product themselves instead of through a lab (§ 11- 850- 43(a)), then there should be a plan
for a facility on at least one of the licensee?s property to manage the disposal.

Final Issues
Turning now, to three final real estate questions raised by the Department of H ealth?s Admin Rules
and by the H awai?i Dispensary Alliance in other official fora: The Prohibition on Greenhouses, the Failure
to Define a Plant, and the possible pending revocation of tax benefits for medical marijuana facilities
constructed in Enterprise Z ones on land zoned for agriculture.
The Prohibition on Greenhouses
As mentioned in the list of requirements for all facilities above and as clarified by the Department of
H ealth in their late December FAQ document, dispensary applicant?s may not currently grow marijuana
either outdoors or in a greenhouse. H owever, a structure with ?a concrete floor, with rigid steel sides that
enclose the space entirely with all entry points secured, and an opaque polymer roof that does not open to
the outside, protecting the entire interior space from weather and pests . . . may satisfy the requirements, as
long as the structure is secure and the interior is not visible from the outside.? (DoH FAQ).

Based on

comments from legislators in the Dec. 28, Informational Briefing concerning the new Admin Rules, this rule
is likely to change in the upcoming legislative session, however, pending further action from DoH ,
applicants are well advised to ensure their applications meet this restrictive requirement. For more
information on this issue, check out our public comment on our website at hawaiidispensaryalliance.org.
The Failure to Define a Plant
Another issue of relevance to real estate regards
how big the production centers can be. N either Act 241
nor the Admin Rules define a ?plant,? but they both
provide ?that each production center shall be limited to
no more than three thousand marijuana plants.? H RS
§ 329- 121 provides that an adequate supply for
personal medical use ?shall not exceed three mature
marijuana plants, four immature marijuana plants, and
one ounce of usable marijuana per each mature plant.?
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So the State is aware of the distinction between mature and immature marijuana plants, however there is
not currently a definition of either a mature plant, an immature plant, or of which type of plant qualifies as
part of the 3,000 plants growing in each location. This information is important to dispensary applicants
currently planning the size and capabilities of their facilities and employment structures for their
applications. There are vastly different size requirements for a facility capable of holding 1,000 mature
plants and 2,000 clones, seeds, etc... and a facility capable of growing and processing 3,000 mature plants.
We hope to see movement from DoH on this issue in the near future, but a good application will make
allowances for whatever the decision is. You can learn more about this issue in our public comment
available on our website, or by watching the informational briefing via the link on the Alliance?s Facebook
page.
Tax Exemptions on Agricultural Land
At the informational briefing on December 28th, Representative Belatti brought to the industries
attention the current tax exemptions for industry built in designated Enterprise Z ones on agricultural land.
The Representative indicated that such exemption was not meant to apply to dispensaries and would be
removed in the coming legislative session. H owever, Representative Belatti agreed with your Alliance that
the industry should be lobbying vigorously in favor of the state allowing dispensary facilities to deduct their
normal business expenses on their state income tax returns. We anticipate this being a large issue in the
coming legislative session and the Alliance looks forward to representing the interests of dispensary
applicants as we seek to reduce the currently exorbitant tax burden they face. You can learn more about
this issue by watching the December 28 informational session on our Facebook Page.

Conclusion
The information in this article should serve as a quick reference guide for the real estate related
requirements of the Department of H ealth?s new interim rules and the types of issues where dispensary
applicants should seek to explicitly highlight their competence in the application. As always we will keep
you updated via our website and social media if anything changes at the Department of H ealth to affect
your application. For those issues that might not see change immediately, the H awai?i Dispensary Alliance,
in connection with our partners and members, will be advocating for rapid and substantial movement in
the coming legislative session and we appreciate your support.
Over the next couple of months, we will finish our discussion of the relationship between
dispensaries and real estate by looking at zoning in H awai?i and industry best practices for dispensaries
looking to build good neighborhood relations.
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ABOUT THE HAWAI?I DISPENSARY ALLIANCE
CODE OF CONDUCT
The H awai?i Dispensary Alliance (H DA) recognizes that the manner in which members
conduct business reflects upon the professionalism of H awai?i?s entire legitimate cannabis industry.
Therefore, H DA requests that all of its members abide by the H DA Code of Conduct in word, action,
and with the spirit of integrity that is at the core of these principles. Compliance with this Code of
Conduct is a key element of the Alliance?s mission to destigmatize and legitimize H awai?i?s
burgeoning cannabis industry by facilitating a friendlier business environment across the state. The
voluntary H DA Code of Conduct sets out specific standards of conduct for members of H awai?i?s
legitimate cannabis industry with respect to the manner in which they deal with other members and
their local communities. If the industry abides by these principles as it organizes and self- regulates,
then local and state communities, the Department of H ealth, and the Legislature will have no choice
but to recognize the safety, care, and increasing benefits of this industry for H awai?i. For this reason,
all members of the H awai?i Dispensary Alliance, particularly our Corporate and Dispensary members,
agree to adhere to this code as a condition of membership.
In addition to setting specific standards for industry behavior by its members, the H DA Code
of Conduct also drives the mission and actions of the Alliance itself. Our job as the industry?s
representative in H awai?i is two- fold: First, to facilitate the good behavior and sterling reputation of
this new industry, and Second, to leverage the ensuing goodwill into increasingly favorable state and
local policies. This Code of Conduct is an important first step as we work to build the industry?s
reputation across the state. To get the word out, the Alliance will advertise the industry?s
commitment to the Code of Conduct; provide all of its members with a digital seal demonstrating
their individual pledge to uphold the Code of Conduct; attend community and local events to
endorse requesting members and educate the public about the industry; and write a letter on behalf of
any requesting dispensary applicant member for their application regarding their commitment to
H awai?i, to the Alliance, and to the principles embodied in this Code of Conduct. The Alliance is
dedicated to engaging all levels of society to bring about the changes the industry needs to thrive. As
the Alliance facilitates the industry?s reputation and track record for safety, community involvement,
and other benefits, that reputation will empower our continuing advocacy on behalf of the industry in
H awai?i?s community, local, state, and public forums. We will engage the State Legislature in the
upcoming session and reinforce our partnership with key legislators as we push for clarity and
improvements to the Department of H ealth?s admin rules for dispensaries and for new legislation to
benefit the industry as outlined in the Alliance?s Legislative Priorities. As an H DA member you will
play a vital role in legitimizing the cannabis industry in H awai?i. Thank you for your dedication to
the process of building goodwill in our fair state.
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THE HAWAI?I DISPENSARY ALLIANCE
CODE OF CONDUCT
H DA members demonstrate their commitment to the industry, to society, and to their peers
by pledging:
-

-

-

-

-

-

To facilitate and contribute to H DA?s mission ? advocating for the collective
interests of H awai?i?s legitimate cannabis industry by bringing together patients,
dispensaries, related businesses, local communities, and government actors to promote
favorable developments in H awai?i?s legal, social, and economic environment.
To conduct ourselves and our businesses in an honest and dignified manner, reflecting
our adherence to the laws that govern our operations.
To appear and act professionally in order to reflect and promote a positive image for
the industry, given the high profile of the cannabis industry and the scrutiny under
which we operate.
To strive to educate ourselves, our clients, and our local communities about the most
current research and practices available to the industry.
To obtain and maintain, to the greatest extent possible, all state and local licenses
required by H awai?i law to engage in any aspect of the cannabis industry.
To agree that safety, training and education are of the utmost importance in
maintaining a professional workforce and to endeavor to enhance our expertise
through training and employee development to ensure a healthy work environment for
employees. To respect the views, ideas, and contributions of our peers and local
community leaders. Open and honest communications and the sharing of ideas and
experiences are critical components in the early development of H awai?i?s legitimate
cannabis industry.
To support political activity that advances the legitimization of H awai?i?s cannabis
industry ? through support of H DA and related local efforts ? recognizing the
precarious nature of the existing laws and regulations and the need for a concerted
effort to advocate for favorable developments in H awai?i?s legal, social, and economic
environment.
To advertise only in a manner that reflects positively on the cannabis industry and
that complies with all truth- in- advertising standards and other state and federal
regulations governing the marketing of cannabis related industries.
To treat all other H DA members with honesty, respect, integrity, and good faith.
M embers shall express opinions about other members and the products they offer in a
fashion that facilitates a collegial, professional, and productive atmosphere within
H DA. M embers will avoid conflicts of interest, predatory practices, and
anti- competitive behavior.

Each H DA member not only agrees to abide by the principles and practices set forth in this
Code of Conduct, but also acknowledges that a material violation of any of the provisions
of this Code could constitute grounds for immediate removal from the organization.
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January
Calendar

January will be a busy month
for H DA, the Department of
H ealth, the Legislature, and
anyone following the development of H awai?i's medical
marijuana industry. H ere are a
few of the dates you may
want to add to your
calendar...
January 4: Final Deadline for
Dispensary Rules. We doubt
that DoH will amend its administrative rules at this point,
but if they're going to do it, it
has to be by January 4.
January 11: Dispensary appli-

cations released. All Dispensary Applicant members are
welcome to contact our office
for help or advice with the
application process.
January 12: Open application
period begins.
January 15: H DA co- hosts
the radio show "H awai?i's Tomorrow" along with Drug
Policy Forum H awai?i. Tune in
to AM 760 at 5pm to hear the
conversation.
January 20: Opening day of
the H awai?i Legislature. H DA
will be present at the Capitol

Get Soci al Wi th Us:
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all day long. All members
should feel free to stop by.
January 22: N on- Admin Bill
Package Cutoff.
January 25: Admin Bill Package Cutoff.
January 27: Bill Intro Cutoff.
January 29: Open application
period closes.
January 29- 31: H awai?i
Cannabis Expo. Any H DA
members interested in renting
booth space are entitled to a
special discount. Contact us
for more information!

